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CONCLUSION

THE SLOTTED-BEAM CONCEPT

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: RCB1 VERSUS SB1

Plastic hinge zones in traditional reinforced concrete (RC) frames are known to incurr

extensive damage and elongate under repeated cyclic (seismic) loading. This elongation

inflicts extensive damage to adjacent floor diaphragms and is capable of impairing a

structure’s ability to avoid collapse. The slotted reinforced concrete beam was investigated

as an alternative non-tearing floor solution which minimises beam elongation, and the

damage to the yielding connection and adjacent floor diaphragms.

The slotted RC beam investigated was

simply a conventional RC beam with:

Anarrow slot adjacent to the column face

Diagonal reinforcement to transfer shear

across the concrete top-hinge

Plastic/steel tubes to debond a length of

the bottom reinforcement

�

�

�

Bottom reinforcement
yields in tension

Bottom reinforcement
yields in compression

Deformation in
top-hinge small

Deformation in
top-hinge small

Bar unbonded using
steel/plastic tubes

Diagonal shear
reinforcement

Beam cast with
slot in concrete

Longitudinal
reinforcement

Seismic rotations occur

about the concrete top-

hinge via opening and

closing of the slot. This

l a r g e l y e l i m i n a t e s

damage at the floor level

and minimises beam

elongation.

Seismic behaviour of a slotted-beam

Four 2/3-scale in-plane beam-column subassemblies were tested under quasi-static cyclic

loading. Specimens tested included:

�

�

Aconventional RC exterior joint (RCB1)

An exterior joint with a slotted-beam (SB1)
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Anumerical multi-spring model which represents the

response of slotted-beams was developed and used

in earthquake time history analyses of a prototype

five-storey frame. Results showed a slight reduction

in peak and residual drifts compared to a

conventional RC frame. This is due to greater

hysteretic damping and a larger post-yield stiffness.

The slotted-beam concept was first investigated as a bottom-hinge concept during the

PRESSS programme in the 1990’s. Various top-hinge versions have since been investigated

by Ohkubo et al. (1999, 2004),Amaris et al. (2007) and Leslie et al. (2009).

Unlike previous slotted-beam concepts, the solution investigated is very simple and can

be constructed using precast-emulation methods commonly used in New Zealand.

�

�

An interior joint with slotted-beams (SB2)

An interior slotted-beam joint with precast

floor units and imposed gravity load (SB3)

Specimens RCB1 & SB1 Specimen SB2 Specimen SB3

Conventional beam (RCB1) response:

�

�

Typical concrete ‘Takeda’ hysteresis up

to 3.5% drift

Strength degradation followed from

concrete cover spalling and bar buckling

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: SB2

Specimen RCB1 at 3.5% drift

Specimen SB1 at 3.5% drift

Slotted-beam (SB1) response:

�

�

Stable hysteretic response until bottom

reinforcement buckled at 3.5% drift

Bottom bars fractured at 4.5% drift

Feature differences of a slotted-beam:

�

�

�

�

Negligible beam elongation

Significant reductions in concrete damage

5-10% greater hysteretic damping

Greater cyclic strain hardening

Slotted-beams
exhibit negligible
beam elongation

Slotted-beams
exhibit less

damage

Concrete cone

pullout from

bond slip

From this research it can be concluded that slotted reinforced concrete beams:

Exhibit significantly less damage and negligible beam elongation compared to

conventional reinforced concrete beams

Can be easily constructed using methods familiar to the New Zealand industry

�

�

� Are a viable non-tearing floor substitute for conventional RC beams

Experimental tests revealed the following design issues associated with slotted-beams:

Buckling of bottom longitudinal reinforcement along the unbonded length

Low cycle fatigue failure of bottom longitudinal reinforcement

Insufficient anchorage to bottom reinforcement passing through interior joints

Increased joint shear demands on lower horizontal joint stirrups

Beam torsion resulting from eccentric floor gravity loads

Theory and alterations to the later tests showed that all these issues could be resolved

with modified detailing or additional reinforcement.
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�

�
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Top of in

specimen SB3 at

2.5% drift

LHS beam

Damage to floor slab after testing

Maximum
crack width

= 1.4 mm

�

�

�

�

�

Purpose of test was to assess beam torsion

resulting from eccentric floor gravity loads

Stable response up to 3.5% drift

No bond-slip or bar buckling (in RHS beam)

Minimal cracking and damage to floor slab

Small slab overstrength contributions

compared to conventional RC beams

�

�

�

Stable hysteretic response until bond-slip failure at 2.5% drift

Insufficient anchorage to bottom reinforcement in interior joint highlighted more severe

bond conditions

Higher strains in lower joint stirrups revealed

an altered joint behaviour

Six concrete
springs

Longitudinal
steel spring

Rigid links Shear
spring

Node
Frame element
Steel spring
Shear spring
Concrete spring
Rigid link

Numerical multi-spring model


